
LIST OF GOOD WORDS FOR ESSAYS

Good essays always back up points with examples, but it's going to get I think it would also be helpful to include a list of
words to help.

Burgeon â€” to begin to grow or increase rapidly â€” V 5. Resurgence â€” an increase or revival after a period
of limited activity â€” N  Deter â€” to discourage someone from doing something by making them doubt or
fear the consequences â€” V  Autonomy â€” independence or self governance; the right to make decisions for
oneself â€” N  To put it another way, they will die without the sun. Example 1: People use 43 muscles when
they frown; however, they use only 28 muscles when they smile. Here are some ways of doing so. Lucrative
â€” having a large reward, monetary or otherwise â€” Adj. Click here to apply for one of our courses today,
including law , economics , business and engineering. Yet not everyone agrees that this is the most important
aspect of the situation. They improve the connections and transitions between sentences and paragraphs. Belie
â€” to fail to give a true impression of something â€” V  Egregious â€” conspicuously bad; extremely evil;
monstrous and outrageous â€” Adj. Exacerbate â€” to make a situation worse â€” V  That said, much of the
evidence is unreliable at best. There are many easy Windows Shortcuts available which work almost
system-wide e. Above all Usage: Used to signify what you believe to be the most significant point, and the
main takeaway from the essay. Firstly, secondly, thirdlyâ€¦ Usage: This can be used to structure an argument,
presenting facts clearly one after the other. Discredit â€” to harm the reputation or respect for someone â€” V 
Yet Usage: Use this when you want to introduce a contrasting idea. Below are 50 above-average vocabulary
words sorted by the contexts in which they could most easily be worked into an ACT essay. And are any of
your favourite essay terms missing from our list? Insidious â€” proceeding in a subtle way but with harmful
effects â€” Adj. Use a semicolon to connect sentences, only if the group of words on either side of the
semicolon is a complete sentence each both must have a subject and a verb, and could thus stand alone as a
complete thought. Superfluous â€” unnecessary â€” Adj. Catalyst â€” an agent that provokes or triggers
change â€” N 6. Entrenched â€” characterized by something that is firmly established and difficult to change
â€” Adj. Oftentimes, these subjects carry implications for broader issues such as freedom or morality. On ACT
essays, common examples are trends or patterns of human behavior, current or past events, and large-scale
laws or regulations. Get Started Now When taking the ACT essay section, students have 45 minutes to write a
well-reasoned argumentative essay about a given prompt. Foster â€” to encourage the development of
something â€” V 9. Divisive â€” causing disagreement or hostility between people â€” Adj. Example 2:
However, transition words can also be placed at the beginning of a new paragraph or sentence - not only to
indicate a step forward in the reasoning, but also to relate the new material to the preceding thoughts.
Automaton â€” a mindless follower; someone who acts in a mechanical fashion â€” N  How many of these
words and phrases will you get into your next essay?


